Aerothermodynamics is defined' as "the study of the relationship of heat and mechanical energy in gases, especially air". To those familiar with fluid dynamics (the study of the Aow properties of liquids and gases) this mears that we must consider thermodynamic and chemical proce: ses as they are coupled to the fluid motion. Computational fluid dynamics involves the numerical simulation of the equations of motion for an ideal gas; these equations are the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, and in their most general form are the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Computational aerothermodynamics concerns the coupling of real gas effects with these equations of motion to include thermochemical rate processes for chemical and energy exchange phenomena. These processes concern the creation and destruction of gas species by chemical reactions and the transfer of energy between the various species and between the various energy modes (e.g. translation, rotation, vibration, ionization, dissociation/recombination, etc.) of the species. To gain some insight into when such phenorrena occur for current and future aerospace flight vehicles Fig. 1 shows the flight regimes of some typical vehicles ( :.g. Concord, aerospace plane, Space Shuttle, aeroassisted space transfer vehicles, Apollo entry vehicle, etc.) in terms of flight altitude and flight speed. Also indicated in the figure are regimes where chemical reactions such as dissociation and ionization are important and where nonequilibrium thermochemical phenomena are important.
To account for chemical reactions equatio;ts for the conservation of each chemical species must be ad led to the flow field equation set. There are 5 flow field equaions; one continuity, three momentum and one energy equation. For a simple model of dissociating and ionizing air there are typically 11 major species (Na, 02, N, 0, NO: N;, O,+, O+, N+, NO', e-). The inclusion of conservz%on equations for each of these species nearly triples the rn mber of equations to be solved. When there are combustic r, processes or gas/surface interactions or ablation products, the number of species increases dramatically. To account for thermal nonequilibrium there are additional energy conservation equaPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for tions to describe the energy exchange between the various energy modes (translational, rotational, vibrational, electronic, etc.). The full set of these conservation equations have been derived by Lee2. Under the following assumptions, namely: 1) continuum and no slip at solid boundaries (Knee 1) 2) the thermal state of the gas can be described by separate, independent temperatures 3) the rotational state of the gas is in equilibrium with the translational state 4) weak ionization (c 1% ) the governing equations are written in Cartesian coordinates as33 n mass conservation equations where s is the chemical species 2) the shear stress and the electric field forces in terms of electron pressure gradient, respectively, in eqn. (3) the diffusion of vibrational energy, conduction of vibrational energy, energy transfer between translation and vibration, vibration and vibration, and electron and vibration modes, and the production/destruction of vibrational energy due to chemical rcactions, respectively, in eqn. (4) the diffusion of electron energy, the transport of electron energy due to electric field, conduction of electron energy, energy transfer between translation and electronic excitation, vibration and electronic excitation, and the production/ destruction of electronic energy due to chemical reactions, respectively, and in eqn. (5) conduction of translational, vibrational and electronic energy, total energy due to shear forcesconduction of ibrational energy, energy transfer between translation ana vibration, vibration and vibration, and electron and vibration modes, and the production/destruction of vibrational energy due to chemical reactions, respectively. Phenomenological expressions for these right side terms are given by Lee2 and by Deiwert and Candleti .
The range of time scales involved in thermo-chemical processes can be many orders of magnitude wider than the mean Row time scale. This is the single most complicating factor in computational aerothermodynamics. A wide variety of simplifications are used to alleviate probkms associated with widely disparate time scales and are disc ~ssed briefly.
Many flowfields have been well simulated iw a variety of shapes and flow conditions where strong visc( us/inviscid interactions and/or flow separation are importan by solving the fluid dynamic equations in a time-like manne ,mtil a steady state is asymptotically achieved. When there is no flow reversal and the flow in the streamwise directio I is supersonic these equations can be simplified by neglecti lg the streamwise viscous terms. The solution to these si nplified equations, referred to as the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations, can be found by (efficient streamwise marching techniques. Further simplification can be achieved when viscous/inviscid interactions are weak by decoupling the viscous and inviscid dominated regions from one another and simulating the regions separately in an iterative manner. Here the inviscid Navier-Stokes equations, termed the Euler equations, are solved in the inviscid region away from body ,!ufaces. Near the body surface the viscous dominated boundary layer equations are solved. A fourth simplification which can be used for strong viscous/inviscid interactions is the viscous shock layer approximation. This method is used for the stagnation region of hypersonic blunt bodies between the bow shock and the body surface.
These four equation sets, Reynolds averaged NavierStokes, parabolized Navier-Stokes, Euler plus boundary layer, and viscous shock layer, are used in computational aerothermodynamics to simulate aerothermo loads for a variety of vehicles and flight conditions. Additional approximations and simplifications for the thermochemical processes can be imposed for appropriate flight regimes as described below.
Many flows can be adequately approximated by assuming an equilibrium real gas. Here the reaction rates are assumed to all be fast enough that the gas is everywhere in local equilibrium and the thermo-chemical state of the gas can be defined solely by the local temperature and pressure. Reactions are allowed to occur but are completely uncoupled from the flowfield equations. This is a good approximation for lower altitudes and can be used for a major portion of the analysis of such vehicles as hypersonic aerospace planes. In the other extreme reactions are sometimes so slow that the gas can be considered frozen in a particular chemical state. This phenomenon typically occurs in regions of rapid expansion such as in jets or base regions of body shapes, but can sometimes occur behind compressive shocks as well.
When finite rate chemical reactions are important they can often be considered to be in thermal equilibrium. That is, that the energy modes of the species equilibrate very rapidly compared to the chemical rate processes. Even with this simplification the time scales vary over an extremeIy wide range, resulting in a "stiff" behavior of the complete equation set and adding to the difficulty in solving the flowfield and species equations in a fully coupled manner. In these cases the species equations are often effectively uncoupled from the flowfield equations and solved separately in a "loosely" coupled manner, often by a different (typically implicit) numerical technique.
When none of the approximations and simplifications are appropriate the full set of conservation equations for thermochemical nonequilibrium must be solved. This can be done in the context of a general implicit numerical scheme, and many numerical techniques that are used for perfect gases also ap-ply to thermo-chemical nonequilibrium gases. The goveming equations for the nonequilibrium flow may be written in a form that is more suitable for the derivation of a numerical method. This is the conservation-law form of the differential equations where the time rate of change of the vector of conserved quantities is balanced by the gradients in the flux vectors and the source vector. In two dimensions the goveming equations written in this form are grid and thus we must make a transformation to a general coordinate system, [ and q. Using the chain rule of differentials, we can write a a( a alJ a a,=z~+sx7$ a af a an a ( 10) Thus the Cartesian derivatives in equation (6) 
If we define The quantities u and u are the mass-averaged velocity components in the z and y directions respectively. The 3; direction flux is written as 14) where we have assumed that the solution is known at time level n The equation is expressed entirely at the future time level, nf 1 where the solution is unknown. The spatial difference operators are generic; the direction of the differencing will become apparent later. Both of the flux vectors may be broken into two parts, the flux due to the inviscid terms and that due to the viscous terms. For example
where the subscripts denote the inviscid and viscous terms of F' respectively. The inviscid part of the flux may then be linearized to yield the expression Equation (6) is written in Cartesian coordinates, however we are interested in applying the numerical method to a general F/In" = F';+ A'"(Un+1 -U") + O(At2) (16) where A' is the Jacobian of Fi with respect to U. Due to the homogeneity of Fi, -we can also express the flux at time level n in terms of the Jacobian A' as which represent the split-flux Jacobians of thz inviscid flux vector Ff . The inviscid flux entering or leaving a volume across a surface is given in equation (17), however the grid point where each term should be evaluated is ambiguous. We do not have data stored at the surface itself, a~ id therefore an approximation must be made. The flux travel ng in the positive c direction originates at the point i, j and tnat traveling in the negative c direction comes from point i+ 1, j. Therefore the inviscid flux across surface i+ i, j is given by
We need a scheme. to determine at what grid point we should evaluate the Jacobians. 'two methods have been used in this study. The primary technique used wa, proposed by MacCormack4 and MacCormack and Candlers and has been shown to have favorable characteristics for the treatment of a boundary layer. With this method, both of the Jacobians, Ai and A'_, are always evaluated at the same place. The point used is alternated between i , j and $1, j . The second method was proposed by Steger and Warming6 and the flux-splitting is performed so that F';i+:j = A'FidUi"j + A'2i+ljUi:Ij
The second technique is very dissipative and shows poor results in a boundary layer (MacCormack and Candles), but was used in the work presented below in strong pressure gradient regions to maintain numerical stability and to capture shock waves. For simplicity, the subscript i+ i, j will be left on A' to imply that either flux-splitting method may be used.
Having made these approximations, we can express the inviscid fluxes at time level n+ 1, using (16), (23), and the definition SU" f ?I"+' -U", as follows
The source vector may be linearized in a similar fashion so that we have Wir ' = W; + C$?jSU; i-O(At2) (26) where C is the Jacobian of W with respect to U.
Using these approximations for F'zf gd, G'~~~+) and WG" , we can devise an implicit numerical scheme for the solution of (13). This has been discussed in detail bay Candler7 and by Candler and MacCormack' for the particular case of an implicit flux-split Gauss-Seidel line relaxation method. However, the concepts discussed here, namely the homogeneity of the flux vectors and the splitting of the flux Jacobians, can be exploited for many different numerical schemes. Grossman and Cinnella9 use these ideas in the derivation of Van Leer flux-vector split and Roe averaged algorithms .
Several test cases are presented which demonstrate that the model for high temperature air gives results that agree with experiment. These calculations are discussed more extensively by Candler and MacCormack8 and Candler'O . The model for air uses seven chemical species: (I '2,02, N, 0 , NO, NO+, and e-). There are six temperamu s that describe the gas at every point: one translational-rotational, vibrational for each diatomic species, and an electron-electronic temperature.
The tirst case to be discussed is a comparison of the peak electron number density about a sphere-cone vehicle traveling in the atmosphere at near satellite speed (7.65km/s). The experimental vehicle11'13 was 0.1524m nose radius sphere attached to a 9" half-angle cone, which was instrumented at several locations to measure peak electron number density. The flowfield about this vehicle was computed at three altitudes on a 35 x 50 mesh for about ten nose radii of the vehicle. Figure 2 shows the comparisc n with the experimental results and the computed results al mg the axis of the cone for these three flight conditions (61km, 7 1 km, and 81km altitude). We see that for these three fi,:ht conditions, there is very good agreement.
The 
